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MARKET UPDATE 
Round Tomatoes: Between cooler 
weather, normal seasonal decline, an 
unusually rainy season, and the recent 
storm that passed through the Southeast, 
round tomato numbers are very light.  MI 
and NY farms are expecting lows in the 30’s 
with frost advisories, which will wrap things 
up for them.  TN and NC, dealing with rain 
troubles throughout the season and now, 
cooler temperatures, are seeing harvests 
stretched out and much lighter yields than 
desired.  Our VA farm is getting rain from 
the last remnants of Sally today which will 
keep harvesters out of the field but shouldn’t 
have a major impact on the crop.  For the 
next two weeks, we’ll be working crown 
picks but by the first week of October, we’ll 
be down to 2nds as the season winds 
down.  Looking forward: Quincy should 
have light to moderate volume to help 
bridge the gap as we wait for the next major 
production area- Palmetto/Ruskin- which 
isn’t due to start until mid-late October.  
Both Baja and Eastern Mexico have lighter 
availability on vine-ripes as they wait for fall 
acreage to get started late this month/early 
next month. Overall, CA’s mature green 
crops have been bringing lighter numbers 
this week, although Lipman’s volume has 
been steady. We expect next week to be 
similar, then a gradual decline as the 
season winds down into October.   
 
Roma Tomatoes:   Like rounds, roma 
production has been affected by the same 
factors in the same areas, so overall volume 
is declining in the East.  There will still be 
some fruit in TN and NC, but we don’t look 
to see any substantial volume increase until 
Ruskin/Palmetto gets started in late 
October/early November.  Mexico’s roma 
numbers are still on the light side as Baja 
and East Mexico wait for new crops to begin 
in 2-3 weeks.   CA’s roma production has 
lightened up due to the effects of prior heat. 
However, Lipman farms expect consistent 
supply for the next 2-3 weeks.  Our quality 
has been good this season and still is as we 
come into the home stretch.  
 
Grape Tomatoes: Eastern grape tomato 
volumes are limited as well.  Our VA farms 
have the most volume of any program and 
we’re coming in with half the volume we 
normally see this time of year. Quality is still 
good in the final box, but only average out in 
the field.  Aside from a few in the Quincy 
area, we won’t see any increases in volume 
until we begin in Ruskin/Palmetto on/around 
October 10th.  The West doesn’t have much 
volume coming out of Baja or Central 
Mexico this week.  Baja yields have 

lightened up with another round of 
extreme temps while our Central Mexico 
program is working through the last week 
of a 2-3 week downturn in the production 
cycle. Look for volume to begin a positive 
track as soon as late next week.  
 
Bell Peppers: This week’s pepper 
situation is tight. Summer programs in the 
northcentral and northeast regions have 
wound down sooner than expected with 
some already finished (VA, NJ) and 
others with significantly reduced volume 
due to rainy and cool conditions (NY, TN, 
KY, NC).  MI has been a volume center, 
but they’re expecting near-freezing temps 
tonight and into the weekend, which will 
have some impact on the end of their 
season.  Although there’s been a few 
ship out of GA so far, the major volume 
isn’t expected to come along until 
October 1st.  In the meantime. SC will 
scratch fall fields sometime next week 
which will help to ease the transition 
pains.  The West continues to see supply 
from the CA Central Valley (Tracy, 
LeGrand & Fresno) but yields are down 
from extreme heat and Eastern demand 
is coming in hot, keeping supply short.   
 
Cucumbers:  With most of the local 
summer programs finished up, the East is 
looking to our coastal NC deal and GA for 
cucumbers. We’ve had pretty good 
volumes in NC with nice quality and 
expect to continue into October, weather 
and crop condition permitting. Sally’s 
remnants brought around 2.5” of rain to 
the farm, which wasn’t too bad, leaving 
us cautiously optimistic  GA has started in 
a light way and harvests were curtailed 
due to rain this week, but we should see 
more fruit after the weekend. There 
seems to be enough to go around, but 
definitely not an oversupply.  Mainland 
Mexico continues to have volume through 
TX and northern Mexico is scheduled to 
start in the next couple of a weeks in a 
light way. Baja continues to be the main 
source of supply and we should see 
volume improve over the weekend as 
more houses come into the mix.  
 
Summer Squash:  Only a few programs 
in TN, KY, etc. are hanging on with 
limited amounts of squash as we make 
the normal Fall transition to GA and 
eventually FL. With rain affecting our 
coastal NC crops and much of GA, 
squash availability has been pretty snug 
this week. We’re about a month away 
from seeing anything out of FL, so we’ll 
be looking for GA and our relatively light 
acreage in Clinton, NC to work past the 

rain and come back with some supply. 
There’s no help from the West, as they 
have their own concerns. Santa Maria & 
Fresno’s production continues to be very 
light, with farms expecting to come in and 
out of supply through the remainder of the 
season.  There have been just a few 
squashes come from Nogales so far, but 
we are not expecting to see any volume 
until late next week.  Calabacita is almost 
non-existent this week as WA state and 
Baja have finished the season ahead of 
Nogales’ start in mid-October.  
 
Colored Bells:  Colored bell supply from 
both Canada & Mexico has been good 
this week, with all colors and most sizes 
available. We could see changes over the 
next two weeks, especially out of Mexico, 
as the green bell shortage will lure some 
growers to pack fruit at the green stage to 
maximize returns.  
 
Green Beans:  There’s not a lot of 
production in the East, as the summer 
season is winding down or has finished 
for MI,NY, and others. VA has the most 
volume at this time and should be fairly 
consistent although they have had to work 
around rain…even today. As we begin to 
transition to the south, GA is on tap to 
start in 7-10 days.  The rain from tropical 
storm Sally could have some effects on 
overall volume and quality when they get 
started, but not all GA areas were hit 
hard.  Green bean supply is very short in 
the West. WA state is finished and of the 
5 active production areas in CA and Baja, 
only two have any product until mid-late 
next week.  
 
Chili Peppers: With MI and most local 
deals finished or wrapping up, there’s not 
a whole lot of chili peppers in the East. 
Cubanelles are especially short, 
particularly when it comes to quality. We 
look for the situation to get a little better 
when GA really gets going within the next 
few weeks.  As for the West, WA/OR will 
be done in the next 2 weeks but in the 
meantime CA and Baja have good 
production. We don’t expect any 
availability or quality issues over the next 
few weeks.  
 
Organic Veg:  With the East done for the 
season, most of the organic veg supply is 
coming from CA and Baja. Bell peppers 
are light & availability will be limited until 
Coachella starts in a few weeks.  Cuc 
volume is strong while squashes are a 
little snug. We’ll see more product overall 
when Mainland Mexico starts in a few 
weeks. 
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The restaurant industry has been hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic, with restaurant 
and foodservice sales losses surpassing $185 billion between March and August. 
However, without the expansion of off-premises business in restaurants across all 
segments, the impact would have been much worse. 
 
To boost their off-premises business, many restaurant operators added new options for 
their customers. The most common addition is curbside takeout, which was added by 
67% of operators since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak in March. That’s 
according to a survey of 3,500 restaurant operators conducted by the National 
Restaurant Association August 26 – September 1. 
 
Twenty-seven percent of operators say they added third-party delivery, while 17% 
added in-house delivery. Three percent of operators say they added a drive-thru option 
since March. Among the restaurant operators that added any of these off-premises 
options, a majority say they plan to continue offering it after COVID-19 passes. 
 
As a result, 71% of operators say off-premises sales currently represent a higher 
proportion of their total business than they did prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. While 
this doesn’t come close to making up for lost on-premises sales for most restaurants, it 
provides a potential opportunity to help stay afloat until the coronavirus clouds part. 
 
Consumers responded 
Due in large part to these added options, a higher proportion of consumers are ordering 
off-premises meals from restaurants than before the pandemic – particularly for the 
lunch and dinner dayparts. 
 
Prior to the coronavirus lockdowns, just under 60% of adults said they ordered takeout 
or delivery from a restaurant for their dinner meal during the previous week, according 
to weekly surveys conducted by the National Restaurant Association. During the last 
four months, an average of 65% of adults ordered takeout or delivery for dinner on a 
weekly basis.  
 
The trend is similar for the lunch daypart. Over the last four months, an average of 45% 
of adults ordered takeout or delivery for their lunch meal during the previous week. In 
early March, only 37% of adults reported similarly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the early weeks of the coronavirus lockdowns, only about one in five adults said 
they picked up a breakfast meal or beverage from a restaurant or coffee shop during 
the week. This was down about 10 percentage points from pre-coronavirus levels, and 
likely due to the fact that many people were not going into work. However, in recent 
weeks, this proportion returned to pre-COVID levels of about 30%. 
 
Pent-up demand divergence 
The uptick in off-premises usage is reflected in the consumer-reported measures of 
pent-up demand tracked by the Association. In mid-January, 44% of adults said they 
were not ordering takeout or delivery from restaurants as often as they would like. This 
rose to 52% in late April, and then trended lower in recent months to settle at just 36% 
by early September. 
 
Not surprisingly, the story is quite different for consumers’ on-premises usage of 
restaurants. In late April, 83% of adults said they were not eating on-premises at 
restaurants as often as they would like. This was up sharply from 45% in mid-January, 
and was easily the highest level ever recorded in the two decades that the Association 
has been fielding this survey question. 
 
While this measure of pent-up demand drifted somewhat lower to a level of 71% in 
early September, it clearly indicates that consumers would be visiting restaurants more 
frequently if they could. 

 
 

RESTAURANT INDUSTRY NEWS 
Consumers Respond to New Off-Premises Options at Restaurants 

www.restaurant.org, September 17, 2020  
 

 

TRANSPORTATION 

FACTS 
*The average US diesel fuel 
price dropped from $2.44 to 
$2.42 per gallon over the 
past week. 

*The average price for a 

gallon of diesel is $.57 lower 
than the same time last 
year.  

*All reporting areas saw 
price declines of around 
$.01 per gallon.  

*As usual, California has the 
highest price at $3.27 per 
gallon, while the Gulf Coast 
remains the low-price leader 
at $2.17 per gallon.  

*The WTI Crude Oil price 

has rebounded 9.8% this 
week, moving up to $40.97 
from $37.30 per barrel.    

* There’s a shortage of 
transportation in the 
Delmarva area, NC, OR and 
WA this week. CA shipping 
districts and TX/MX 
crossing points still have 
adequate trucking options 
available to move product.  

 

   

 

http://www.restaurant.org/articles/news/restaurant-sales-rose-in-august
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ITEM QUALITY PRICING 
 

Bell Pepper    Varied   E-Higher; W-Higher 
 

Cucumber     Good   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Eggplant    Varied   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Green Beans     Good   E-Steady; W-Higher 
 

Jalapenos     Good   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Squash-Hard     Good   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Squash-Soft     Varied   E-Steady; W-Higher 
 

Tomatoes Fair to Good   E-Higher; W-Higher 
 

SEPTEMBER CALENDAR 
September- All Month 
National Family Meals Month 
September 20th-26th   
Farm Safety & Health Week 
September 22nd  
Remote Employee Appreciation 
Day 
September 24th  
National Quesadilla Day 
September 25th  
National Cooking Day 
National Foodservice Workers Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Clinton, NC Weather 

PRODUCE BAROMETER 
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"I feel seen." Throughout the past year, filled with millions of TikTok videos, tweets, and meme pages on 
Instagram, this term was used by Generation Z, those born between the mid-1990s and early 2010s. "I feel 
seen" means, "I'm glad you understand me;” "I'm happy you accept me for who I am."  
 
Born into a world of the internet, growing up in the era of the smartphone and social networks, Gen Z has a 
different set of characteristics and expectations than those prior. It's no wonder Gen Z constantly seeks 
positive attention, information in the palm of their hands, and are the most likely to report poor mental 
health, with the highest rates of stress and anxiety. 
 
The restaurant industry has a chance to become a positive force in the lives of Gen Zers. Whether 
restaurants can achieve this depends on if they understand and adapt to the unique wants and needs of 
Gen Z. Catering to this generation is critical, for Gen Z has tremendous buying power, an estimated $143 
billion in the United States alone.  
 
Generation of Influencers 

Gen Z cares most about what other people think of them and how they look. They are the generation of 
"publishers," meaning if Gen Z likes something they see or try, this generation feels pressure to post it 
immediately and want to make friends aware they're up on the latest trends. It is critical restaurants make 
their menus innovative, develop a unique brand, and ensure their food is picture-worthy. By doing so, they 
can receive the publicity on social media needed to succeed with Gen Z-ers.  
        
Mobile-First Generation 

Gen Z grew up with the smartphone and expects to receive information in the palm of their hands. The old 
ways of food-ordering no longer exist for them. Those restaurants that adopt new technology, including 
ordering via consumer app or digital menus, will see increased efficiency and accessibility regarding the 
ability to purchase and stand out and succeed. The pandemic has only increased urgency for this adoption.  
 
Generation of Eliminating Stress 

Gen Z has the highest rate of anxiety among other generations. Anything restaurants can do to make their 
ordering process as stress-free and efficient as possible will keep Gen Z customers returning.                
 
Apps that combine social and efficient mobile ordering are a perfect fit for this generation. Gen Z wants their 
food fast, wants to order from their phones, avoids calling the restaurant, and gives their credit card info 
over the phone (a now ancient system), and they want to share their experience with friends. Restaurants 
must adopt these methods and create a post-worthy brand for survival in 2020 and beyond. 

This article has been edited for content and length.  To view the entire selection, please visit 
www.qsrmagazine.com  

 
 
 
 

NATIONAL WEATHER SPOTLIGHT 
Last Week’s Precipitation Totals and Average Temperature Deviation  

 

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE CONSUMER 
How Restaurants Can Win Over Gen Z During and After the Pandemic 
By: Claudia Haimovici, www.qsrmagazine.com, September 2020  

 

https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/stress/2018/stress-gen-z.pdf
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/stress/2018/stress-gen-z.pdf
https://www.sheerid.com/blog/marketing-to-generation-z/#:~:text=What%20is%20Generation%20Z%3F&text=On%20top%20of%20that%2C%20Gen,up%2040%25%20of%20all%20consumers.
https://www.sheerid.com/blog/marketing-to-generation-z/#:~:text=What%20is%20Generation%20Z%3F&text=On%20top%20of%20that%2C%20Gen,up%2040%25%20of%20all%20consumers.
http://www.qsrmagazine.com/
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 Questions or comments about the newsletter? 

Contact: joanna.hazel@lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

 

CREATED BY LIPMAN FOR OUR 

VALUED CUSTOMERS 

 

Learn more about us @ 

www.lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

www.suntasticfresh.com  

 

Follow us on 
social media 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR  
& PACK YOUR BAGS? 
 
October 6, 2020 

NEPC’s 24th Annual Golf Tournament  
Indian Pond Country Club 
Kingston, MA 
www.newenglandproducecouncil.com 
 
October 13-15, 2020 

PMA Fresh Summit 
Online Event 
For more information or to register, visit: 
www.pma.com/events/freshsummit 
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As people across the country are spending more time at home during the coronavirus pandemic, few 
industries have fared as well as grocery. Even as restaurants reopen, grocery spend remains up over 6% 
year over year, as of August 19. But with many Americans struggling to make ends meet and no clear 
timeline for a return to pre-pandemic habits in sight, grocers must be thoughtful about adapting to the 
ongoing needs of their customers to continue to thrive. 

Online grocery skyrockets 

Much of grocery’s growth can be attributed to online spend, which was up 100% year over year in mid-
August. But understanding how these customers are spending outside of online grocery can help brands 
determine share of customer spend left uncaptured and use it to drive additional sales. For example, one 
grocer found that their most frequent customers were making half of their online purchases with direct 
competitors. This allowed the grocer to shift their targeting strategy to aggressively invest in driving greater 
loyalty with frequent shoppers.    

Declining brand spontaneity  

With the health risks of COVID-19 weighing on consumers’ minds, grocery customers are shopping with 5% 
fewer brands compared to this time last year. This shift to a smaller group of brands highlights the 
importance of retaining current shoppers and building trust, which hinges on providing a convenient and 
safe experience.  
For instance, the virus has altered preferences, with shoppers moving away from in-store purchases, or 
payments with cash and paper coupons. Now more than ever, grocers should make sure that consumers 
can shop, pay and save however they want. Brands that offer contact-free payment methods and rewards 
programs, as well as omnichannel shopping options, are more likely to generate long-term loyalty.  

Fewer trips, bigger baskets 

Shoppers may be venturing out less but they’re making up for it with larger baskets. In-store grocery trips 
were down 15% year over year as of July 8 and basket sizes were up 29. Facing fierce competition from 
their online counterparts, the stakes for traditional grocers to get consumers in store are even higher. 

To compensate for the decline in foot traffic, grocers should provide shoppers with offers they can use in-
store or online. Saving them money on everyday purchases will also encourage future visits. While it’s clear 
we’ve hit a tipping point for online grocery adoption, it’s paramount to maintain a strong store footprint and 
provide customers with a seamless omnichannel shopping experience.    

As COVID-19 continues to impact the country, grocery will experience increased demand. But despite the 
boom in business, grocery brands shouldn’t take a business-as-usual approach. Instead, grocers should 
focus on the uptick in online grocery spend, shifting brand loyalty and increasing basket size, in order to 
keep shoppers happy while increasing sales. 

 

NEWS IN THE GROCERY TRADE 
Viewpoint: Even the Essential Business Have Room to Grow 
By: Bill Darley, www.supermarketnews.com, September 15, 2020  

 
 
 
 

http://www.lipmanfamilyfarms.com/
http://www.suntasticfresh.com/
http://www.newenglandproducecouncil.com/
https://www.facebook.com/LipmanFamilyFarms/
https://www.instagram.com/lipmanfamilyfarms/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lipmanfamilyfarms/
https://twitter.com/Lipman_Produce

